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 After 3 interesting talks about reducing severe
suffering RA‘s might seem anti-climactic

 RA’s are not just bureaucratic exercise or 
paper chase

 But another excellent way to identify means to 
reduce severe suffering
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Severity and RAs



 Currently, we have lots of RA’s and interim 
RA’s to evaluate

Many are poor compilations of set pieces
Many lack real analysis
Many still lack real refinement ideas
Obviously, there is a learning curve
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Problem



 Realizing that the legal specifications were little 
understood the RA guide posted at the BMBWF 
website was developed 

Many suggestions what might be included in an 
RA

 Does not fit every project
 Therefore only partially mandatory
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The BMBWF RA guide





 No substitute for BMBWF guide
 Account of experiences
 Examples of good, bad and ugly
 To convey considerations to specific 

problems
 Personal and subjective impressions
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Aim



 Interim reports are required to ensure feedback on the 
progress of a project with an SG of severe in a timely 
manner

 Some projects run with extensions up to 10 years 
 10 years in scientific and technological developments is 

enormous
 Some projects yielded already 3 interim reports
 Learning opportunity
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Interim reports 
(RAs when projects are extended)



 Project designer vs. RA author
Often report on results and animal use but no 

reflections on original plans and project 
evolvement

 Very long, large and often amended projects 
pose particular problems for RA’s

 Some project leaders deliver a “separate” RA for 
every project part or hypothesis (not too helpful)
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General impressions



Accuracy
Get your authorized animal numbers right
 Severity grades should match within RA
 These problems arise often because RA’s 

are written with the project application in 
mind not the project authorization
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General impressions



 RA as retrospective justification rather than
Opportunity for refinement for future research 

and illustration of 3R principles taken to heart
We would rather see the latter
Obviously we rather see how you avoid 

severe suffering in the future rather than that 
the severity was justified because results 
were published in high impact journals
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Misunderstanding



Text and result quantity vs quality
 Since many understand the RA as 

retrospective harm-benefit analysis the benefit 
part is often inflated

 Inflationary data and results without 
assessment don’t help

 Neither does stressing journal impact 
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Benefit



 Don’t mention results from other projects 
without giving the proper license number

 This causes real problems
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Benefit



 Analyze and summarize, 
 Assess and contextualize 
Give an Outlook for future project plans
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Benefit



 Best model? Results reproducible, transferable or 
translatable?

 Potentially recoverable information from experiments was 
maximized?

 Storage or donations of animal material possible? 
Biobanks? Sharing?

 Result dissemination is not just publishing but presenting, 
posting into databases and sharing.

 Maximizing experimental benefit can reduce future harm
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Ways increasing benefit



Bare facts reporting?
 Animals used/animals authorized
 Animals by severity
 Animals used vs. authorized? Explain
 Expected severity vs observed severity?
 Experimental endpoint vs humane endpoint 

reached?
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Harm



Why prospective rating severe? 
 Prospective rating reasonable?
Most severe phenotypes seen?
Most severe phenotypes as expected?
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Harm



Humane endpoints
Were in use? Which ones?
Were effective? Which ones?
 Timely interventions? Successful?
 Humane intervention endpoints?  
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Harm



PyRat excerpts?
 Convenient for PI, not very informative for us 
 Accounts for all animals but doesn’t help our analysis
 Animals euthanized for same reasons but different 

severity rating?
 Animals euthanized for different reasons but same 

severity?
 Leaves more questions than it answers
 Not our job to analyze your records
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Harm



Tumors
 Tumors that ulcerate, are bone-invasive or 

suffocating thymomas are rated severe
 How did you ensure timely detection and 

response?
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Harm



Metastasis
Many prospective “severe” ratings are given 

because of potential metastasis
Microscopic metastasis of indolent tumors can 

be rated “medium”
Macroscopic metastasis or after migration in 

other organs are “severe”
 How were they examined? Distinguished?
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Harm



 Disease phenotype adequate or excessive?
 Anesthesia correct?
 Analgesia correct, adequate and sufficient?
 Were statistics and cohort sizes appropriate?
 Observation adequate? 
 Humane endpoints objective and effective?
 Euthanasia necessary or is reuse or private placement 

possible?
 Was staff training adequate?
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Ways decreasing harm



 Animal experiments were irreplaceable
 Protocols were adequate.
We see no options to improve on our protocols.
 Improving maintenance was not an aim of this 

project.
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Common descriptions given in 
retrospective evaluations



What did you do to stay on top of 
developments like alternatives or in vitro 
methods?

Were you able to replace project parts?
 Even if you did not find any show us that 

and how you looked
 Literature or database searches?
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Replace



 Statistic assumptions adequate?
 Variation as expected?
 Parallel experiments reducing controls?
Outlook
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Reduce



 Similar to previous slides
 How do you stay on top of developments? 
Which ways to decrease harm did you 

consider?
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Refinement



 Surgical techniques and materials improve
rapidly

 Previously acceptable anesthesia and
analgesia regimes might not be anymore

 Bioimaging techniques can improve your 
science and decrease suffering

 Learning by doing is not appropriate
 Skilled specialists or skilled back ups?
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Are your skills still up to date?



 Untreated or unnecessary pain and
suffering affects your data

 Improved animal welfare improves your
results in many ways

 Refinement is not an option but an 
obligation
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Remember



See RA as an opportunity for refinement 
for future research and illustration of 3R 
principles taken to heart rather than as 
retrospective justification
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Change of perspective
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